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So it was that the Government decided upon an
additional import tariff and an export subsidy
'Within two weel s of coming to power the
Government announced its measures (which had
in fact been investigated by the previous Chan
cellor) There was to be an immediate but
temporary surcharge of 15 per cent on all imports
of manufactvues and semi manufactures the
more necessary imports such as foodstuffs and
basic raw material were excluded A new system
of export rebates was introduced representing the
indirect, taxes paid to Britain by British exporters
mainly duties on oil petrol and vehicle licenses
The value of the rebate averaged I1 per cent of the
value of exports The import surcharge was
critically received by the other EFT 4. members
it clashed with theu objective of eliminating all
tariffs by the end of 1966
Some commentators have argued that Britain
should direct its policies towards removing re
stramts on trade by cutting tariffs within BFTA
or GATT or even unilaterally lowering tariff
birriers will contribute to efficiency by subjecting
British industries to staffer competition By
contrast it is also possible to argue that we should
at tunes impose greater restraints on imports so
that economic growth can occur without being
hampered by balance of payments difficulties
The Government defended its action to the GATT
Council in terms of an article in the Treaty which
allows parties in balance of payments difficulties
to resort to tariff restriction (see GH)) Begiet
tably the G 4.TT Council declared the import sur
charge a violation of the Treaty
(u) Speculation Against Steilmg
Ihe larse deficit in non monetary capital flows
m 196-i ot £350 million was as remarkable is the
deficit on current account The outflow was due
to an increase m private investment abroad there
was no mciease in net Government lending Part
of the net private capital outflow in the first half
of the year may have been abnormal and part m
the second halt of 1964 may have been related to
the growing current account deficit portfolio
investment ib this country was not an attractive
proposition and foreign firms tended to repatriate
any funds available
There was a net monetary capital inflow in the
fit t half of 1964 which financed the growing
overall deficit The crisis awe in the second half
of the year when an outflow of short term capital
—a flight of hot money —took place m expecta
tvon that a British devaluation would be necessary
to cure the woisening unbalance To protect the
leserves the IM3? granted Britain a stand by
credit of £330 million However once the feeling
developt-d that the pound would have to be de
valued the process became cumulative the
greater tne outflow the more likely it seemed that
Britain would be forced to devalue A great deal
of sterling was offered for sale by speculators hold
ing pounds—the Gnomes of Zurich —and by
British and foreign importers and exporters In
order to prevent the price of sterling from falling
below the official minimum limit to the exchange
rate of £1 = 2 78 he to support sterling )the
Bank of England was itself forced to buy pounds
To do this the Bank had to draw on the country s
reserves of gold and foreign exchange The vast
drain on the reserves could not be allowed to
continue and in late November Bank Bate was
raised lay 2 per cent to 7 per cent The ami of this
measure was to lure back short term capital funds
with the high rate of interest and also to convince
speculators that the pound would not be de
valued Speculators were not convinced how
ever and the crisis continued Two days later it
was announced that an enormous loan totalling
£1 070 million would be made available to Britain
from all the leading Western central banks This
news was sufficient to slow down the speculative
outflow and by the close of 1964 the selling had
come to an end
Events Leading to Devaluation
Imports increased a good deal more slowly than
output in 1965 rising by only 1 per cent This
was partly because the stockholding of 1964 had
come to an end and partly because the import
 iiiicharge held bad imports of manufartured
consumer goods The value of exports was 7 per
ient higher m 1965 thin m 19G4 and their volume
5 per cent hithei Thus the current dei cit was
moie than halved from the record of t400 million
m 19C4 to just over £100 million in 19f>5 The
deficit on capital account was also cut consider
ably Nevertheless an overall deficit in total
currency Jow amounting to £350 million in 1965
had to be financed by monetary movements
The Uvde balance showed littJe improvement by
mid 1965 and in the third quarter tear of devalu
ation led to yet anothei run on sterling probably
as severe as that of .November 1964 The Govern
meat was again forced to draw on the IMF and to
borrow from the United States Tederil Peserve
Banlc This tune however the extent of specu
lation against the pound wa? successfully con
cealed 'When the trade balance improved
rapidly in the second half of 1965 the speculation
died away
However this progiess did not continue into
1966 and confidence m the pound was further
upset by the seamen s strike in May and June
Yet another flight of short term capital occurred
and this led the Government in panic to introduce
a policy of deflation in a package deal known as
the July measures (see G41) Only two
measures improved the balance of payments
directly a leduction of the personal travel
allowance outside the sterling area to £50 per
annum and a proposed cut m Government over
seas spending The fall in demand lesulting from
the deflationary policy together with a wage
freeze introduced at the same time (see G39)
improved the trade balance aud actually turned it
into a surplus at the end of 1966 But it should
be remembered that this improvement was
achieved only at the cost of some unemployment of
men and machinery and a slower rate of economic
growth
Imuorts rose in value by over 6 per cent and
exports fell in value by nearly 2 per cent between
1966	and 1967    Thus the trade gap which had
almost closed in 1966 widened to a record level in
1967	The nse in imports cannot be explained
simply by the rise in demand as incomes ro^e by
only 1 per cent between the two years   the   July
measures   were taking effect    One reason for the
surge m imports was the removal of the temporary
import surchaige in the preceding November
which caused a postponement of purchases until
1967  and reduced the price of imported goods
competing with British products    Other reasons
were the building up of imported stocks which had
been depleted and the Middle East war in June
which raised the price of essential oil imports
The main reason for the fall in exports was the
exceptionally slow growth of world production in
1967   demand in the countries importing British
goods was fairly stagnant    Exports were also hit
by the dock strikes in September    The deficit in
total currency flow over the year was £670 million
of which perhaps £200-400 million was due to
speculation    With the trade returns deteriorat
ing sterling came under almost unremitting specu
latrve pressure from the end of May onwards
reaching a climax in November
Devaluation of the Pound 1067
The Government recognised that action would
have to be taken to improve the balance of pay
ments and to obtain further foreign loans to pro
tect the depleted reserves The same alternatives
were open as in 1964 deflation import controls
tariffs and devaluation (see G29) Simple deflation
to reduce imports was luled out politically as the
economy was now already in recession Import
controls and tariffs would meet with resistance
from Britain s competitors and the GATT and
tariffs had been tried in 1964 without success
The Government decided to devalue the pound
The case for devaluation is a mixed one (see
G8 and 29) It makes imports more expensive
relative to home produced goods and so demand
for manufactured goods shifts awar from imports
but in the case of food and raw materials Britain
must continue to import these essentials at the
higher pnce because there are no domestic substi
tutes It is possible, therefore ttiat devaluation
will actually raise the import bin However
export receipts should be increased by a greater

